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Historical tale of enlightenment by way of the sword - 3 volumes collected in 1! R to L (Japanese

Style). "Glimmering Waves" In a remote seaside village, an abandoned infant is left to the care of a

reclusive old man who has all but renounced the ways of the world. This helpless child is destined to

become Sasaki KojirÃƒÂ´--the legendary archrival of Miyamoto Musashi. Inoue's unique take on this

enigmatic figure sets up the foundation for his fictional account of the most famous rivalry in

Japanese history. Striving for enlightenment by way of the sword, Miyamoto Musashi is prepared to

cut down anyone who stands in his way. Vagabond is an action-packed portrayal of the life and

times of the quintessential warrior-philosopher--the most celebrated samurai of all time!
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Takehiko Inoue is the creator of one of the most popular manga of all time, Slam Dunk, which has

sold over 100 million copies worldwide. He followed that series up with two titles lauded by critics

and fans alike--Vagabond, a fictional account of the life of Miyamoto Musashi, and Real, a manga

about wheelchair basketball. Inoue is the recipient of numerous awards, including the prestigious

Tezuka Osamu Culture award and the Media Arts Festival Award. In addition to his work on manga,

Inoue has worked on television commercials, character designs for video games, and is the founder

of a scholarship to foster Japanese basketball talent.

This 3-in1 volume monster of a book is very well presented, perhaps the best quality trade

paperback for an omnibus manga you will currently buy. I own Naruto (soon to be Bleach and it's



practically the same quality), Until Death Do Us Part, Neon Genesis Evangelion and Lone Wolf &

Cub omnibus mangas... all of these titles pale in comparion to this VizBig Edition manga! When this

book came in the mail it was a little heavy but upon opening the package I understood and

immediately accepted the fact I will be purchasing all of these volumes. You will get your money's

worth.Everyone else wrote accurate enough reviews on the story of Vagabond so I would

recommend reading those. I wanted to share my experience on actually owning the book. Even if

you own the previous volumes, I would find a way to own the omnibus edition for the additional

features like more colored pages.

bad ass

One of the greatest mangas ever written and illustrated. Read this series if you like excellent story

telling and an art style that makes each page feel alive! Plus it's about Musashi Miyamoto who is the

greatest swordsman that ever lived (even though this series is embellished). The story in this

volume (5) is so touching, it's a must read hands down.....why are you reading this review when you

could be reading Vagabond

Sugoi!

Product as described. I recommend this seller.

If you stayed with this series this long but lost interest due to slower storytelling pace, it might be

worth picking up the last few issues during a special sale (such as buy 3, get the 4th free). The art

remains visually stunning, detailed, and layered with nuances that are revealed upon closer

inspection during repeat readings. Ultimately continues to be an enjoyable read for fans of the

genre.

Great book. I highly recommend it!

No explanation needed.
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